Eric J. Roulo, Structural Mechanics Corporation

Eric Roulo has 13 years of aerospace engineering experience working as a direct employee, consultant, and founder and CTO of the engineering consulting company Structural Mechanics Corporation. Having been personally hired 17 times and responsible for screening and interviewing candidates at numerous companies, he has first hand experience in what works and how to turn an interview into a job offer. He currently consults for Lockheed Martin and SpaceX in the role of methods development and training/mentoring for the junior engineering staff.

Getting Job Offers and Excelling Early in Your Career

This presentation will feature three sections starting with how to excel early in your career, how to get jobs offers, and how to make better choices in aligning your desires with your career choices (i.e. having the right dream). Actionable advice will be presented for each subject of the presentation including recommended literature, videos, and handouts.